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ABSTRACT 
For the recursions used in the modified incomplete LU preconditioner, namely, 
the construction of incomplete decomposition, the forward elimination, and the back 
substitution, parallelizable approximate solvers are introduced. The analysis shows that 
the solutions of the recursions depend only weakly on their initial conditions, which 
may be interpreted to indicate that the inexact solution is close, in some sense, to the 
exact one. The method is based on a domain decomposition approach, suitable for 
parallel implementations on message-passing architectures. It requires a small number 
of communication steps per preconditioned iteration, independent of the number of 
subdomains and the size of the problem. The overlapping subdomains are either 
squares (suitable for mesh-connected arrays of processors) or defined by the data-flow 
rule of the recursions (suitable for line-connected arrays of SIMD or vector proces- 
sors). Numerical examples show that, in both cases, the overhead in the number of 
preconditioned iterations required for convergence is small in comparison with the 
speedup gained. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The incomplete LU (ILU) decomposition of a sparse matrix [21, 22, 331 is 
one of the most powerful tools for the solution of sparse linear systems of the 
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form 
AZ =b, (1) 
where N is a positive integer, b is a given N-dimensional vector, A = (a,, j) 
is an N X N matrix, and z is the N-dimensional vector of unknowns. The 
idea is to construct sparse triangular matrices L and U such that LU is a 
suitable approximation for the coefficient matrix A. LU serves then as a 
preconditioner in a Krylov space acceleration method for the solution of (1). 
The construction of the ILU decomposition, as well as the back substitution 
and forward elimination required in each iteration, are basically sequential, 
and replacing them by parallelizable or vectorizable processes is of great 
interest. In the following, we list some of the well-known approaches for 
parallelization and vectorization. A vectorization based on the data jlow of 
the recursions is presented in [3]. In this implementation, the recursion is 
done data front by data front, where a data front is a set of variables that can 
be computed simultaneously in a certain step of the recursion (for a general 
data-flow algorithm see also [25]). Th’ is is illustrated for five-coefficient 
stencils for 2-D structured grid problems in Figure 1. A parallel pipeline 
strategy is proposed in [5]. An inexact vectorizable algorithm is presented in 
[34]. These approaches are compared numerically in [35]. 
A case of special interest arises when the coefficient matrix may be 
considered as an operator in the space of grid functions defined on a 
d-dimensional grid. This situation is often obtained in the numerical solution 
of elliptic boundary-value problems. The domain decomposition approach, 
based on substructuring the grid into a collection of subgrids, is considered 
suitable for this case, especially when implemented on message-passing 
parallel architectures with mesh-connected processor arrays. In [lo] a domain 
decomposition approach based on an iterative solution (using ILU) of the 
Schur complement system corresponding to the interface unknowns is pre- 
FIG. 1. The data dependence in an (M)ILU recursion for five-coefficient stencils 
(2-D star schemes). Each oblique line depends on its preceding one only. 
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sented. In [24] an alternating Schwartz algorithm with inexact solvers on the 
overlapping subdomains is introduced. In the sequel, we mostly consider star 
schemes, namely, (2d + I)-coefficient stencils arising, for example, from 
finite- 
difference or finite-volume schemes on structured grids for the solution of 
second-order elliptic boundary-value problems in d-dimensional domains. 
For such problems, one may order the variables in a red-black ordering and 
obtain an efficiently parallelizable ILU method. However, with this ordering 
the convergence is slower than with the standard (lexicographical) one [3]. A 
nested dissection ordering (in conjunction with MILU decomposition) gives 
better convergence rates at the cost of a more complicated parallel imple- 
mentation [6]. Another efficient approach, based on red-black ordering 
combined with a Schur complement technique, is presented in 113, 321. It 
should be kept in mind, though, that these approaches rely on the grid being 
structured and have no natural extension to linear systems arising from 
unstructured-grid problems. Furthermore, on certain computers they might 
suffer from a considerable overhead in accessing the cache memory. 
Next, we consider some inexact solvers for the recursions used in the ILU 
preconditioning. In [29] an inexact solver based on a domain decomposition 
with d-dimensional cube subdomains is introduced. It is shown there that the 
solution of the exact recursion depends only weakly on the initial conditions; 
a fair approximation can thus be obtained using an inexact (restarted) 
recursion, which can be done in all the subdomains simultaneously. For the 
triangular system solve within ILU, this is equivalent to doing one block 
Jacobi iteration, where a block corresponds to a subdomain. For parallel 
implementations, this requires only the transfer of internal boundary condi- 
tions between adjacent subdomains, which, on message-passing parallel archi- 
tectures with mesh-connected processor arrays, requires only one communi- 
cation step per approximate recursion. Numerical experiments show that the 
method converges nicely for standard ILU, but not for the modified ILU 
(MILU) version of [17]. It is also mentioned in [29] that using extended 
subdomains [as in Figure 4(a)] might improve the convergence. (This, strat- 
egy, however, requires d communication steps per approximate recursion.) 
A vectorizable inexact solver for the recursions, which may be also viewed 
as a domain decomposition approach, is introduced in [36]. Its implementa- 
tion for star schemes is illustrated in Figure 2. Although the method of 1,361 is 
defined for general domains, we consider only rectangular grids. There is no 
loss of generality in doing this, since a non-rectangular grid can be embedded 
into a rectangular one by adding trivial equations at the fictitious points. (As a 
matter of fact, the implementation of [36] f or eneral domains is equivalent to g 
this embedding technique, provided that the arithmetical operations corre- 
sponding to the fictitious points are avoided.) The recursion is exact in the 
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FIG. 2. A domain decomposition with triangular subdomains, suitable for vector 
computers. The variables on the thin lines in (b) are computed by one SIMD or 
vector operation. 
upper left triangular subdomain in Figure 2(a) and approximate in the lower 
right one, where it uses initial conditions on the interface between the 
subdomains. The oblique lines [such as that in Figure 2(b)] are continued 
periodically so that they all have the same length. The recursion is done on 
the periodically extended oblique lines and therefore is perfectly vectorizable. 
As in [29], the method deteriorates when applied to MILU; this is cured by 
using overlapping as in Figure 3. 
The aim of this work is to show that it is possible to replace the MILU 
recursions by corresponding restarted recursions which are efficiently imple- 
mented on parallel and vector computers. To this end, it is shown that, under 
some algebraic assumptions, the recursions depend only weakly on their 
initial conditions. More specifically, the solution of the recursion at a certain 
grid point converges rapidly when the data front on which the initial 
conditions are given moves away from this grid point. This motivates the 
definition of two types of restarted recursion algorithms. The first type 
(illustrated in Figure 4) is based on overlapping square subdomains and is 
suitable for message-passing parallel architectures with mesh-connected pro- 
cessor arrays. This approach is analyzed in [29]. The second type uses 
FIG. 3. A domain decomposition with overlapping triangular subdomains. The 
inexact recursion for the subdomain including the * is restarted on the thin line. 
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Frc. 4. A domain decomposition with overlapping square subdomains. It is 
assumed that the recursion goes left to right and downward. The restarted recursion 
for, e.g., the subdomain including the * is initiated on the thin lines. 
s&domains consisting of several consecutive data fronts; for star schemes, 
this results in the oblique strip domain decomposition of Figure 5, suitable 
for line-connected arrays of vector or SIMD processors. (It is also suitable for 
shared-memory architectures with several vector processors, such as that of 
the Cray.) For the restarted recursion for constructing the approximate 
MILU decomposition the initial data are actually M [see (9) below]. For the 
triangular system approximate solve, the initial datum is the current right-hand 
side divided by the corresponding main-diagonal element in this triangular 
system, which is equivalent to a Jacobi iteration (with a zero initial guess) 
FIG. 5. A domain decomposition with oblique strip subdomains, suitable for a 
parallel computer consisting of four vector or SIMD processors. The subdomains 
denoted by 1, 2, 3, and 4 are assigned to the first, second, third, and fourth 
processors, respectively. The vectorization is done as in Figure 2(b). Overlapping is 
used; the recursion for a subdomain is initiated on the thin line on its left. 
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followed by an overlapped block-Jacobi iteration (with blocks corresponding 
to subdomains) for this triangular system. 
The present analysis is related to the theory of continued fractions [26, 
281. It may also be interpreted to motivate the algorithms in [24] and to justify 
the infinite-domain analysis used in [9] and [I9]. It uses only algebraic 
terminology, avoiding the grids, orders, and norms used in [29]. In the case of 
[36], the present convergence theory implies that, when the overlapping area 
in Figure 3 gets larger, the solution of the restarted recursion at the lower 
right triangle approaches rapidly that of the exact one. This yields mathemati- 
cal support to the numerical results reported in [36]. Finally, we present a 
version of the method of [29] w IC is efficient also for MILU and requires h’ h 
only one communication step per approximate recursion [Figure 4(b)]. Al- 
though the immediate application of the analysis is to structured grids (in 
particular, star schemes), the above domain-decomposition approach may be 
applied to unstructured grid problems as well by restarting the recursions at 
the appropriate internal boundaries of the overlapping subdomains. This is 
left to future research. 
We do not consider here the problem of parallelizing the computation of 
the inner products required in the acceleration scheme. This issue is ad- 
dressed, e.g., in [3I]. 
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 2 the abstract 
parallelization problem is described. In Section 3 the recursion for construct- 
ing the incomplete decomposition is analyzed. In Section 4 the forward 
elimination and back substitution recursions are analyzed. In Section 5 
numerical examples with the standard and parallelizable algorithms are 
presented. In Section 6 concluding remarks are made. 
2. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM 
2.1. The Parallelization Problem 
Here we formulate the abstract problem which leads to the ideas and 
algorithms in this paper. Let G be a group (or suitable semigroup). Let 
gi E G, i = 1,2,. . . , N = KP (where K > 1 and P > 1 are integers). The 
problem is to use P - 1 processors efficiently for the computation of 
glg2g3 ... gN. 
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The classical solution uses partitioning of the elements g,, g,, . . . , g, into 
groups (sub&mains), solving local problems within the subdomains, solving 
a global problem which requires communication among subdomains, and 
finally solving other local problems within the subdomains. The total compu- 
tational effort is about twice as large as that of the standard sequential 
algorithm; however, the local parts of the algorithm can be done in parallel. 
Here is the parallel algorithm in detail. 
1. First local part: compute in parallel 
G, = g, gzg, ... g, > 
G3 = &K+lg2K+2g2K+3 ... Fs3K’ 
G P- 1 = g(P-Z)K+lg(P-2)K+2 ... g,p- l)K 
2. Global part: compute 
H, = G,, 
H, = G,G,, 
H, = G,G,G,, 
H, = G,G,G,G,, 
H Pp 1 = G,G,G, a*. G,_, 
3. Second local part: for 1 < r < P - 1, compute in parallel 
HrgrKil, 
Kg rK+ LgrK+2, 
Hrg rKtlgrK+2grK+3) 
Hrg rK+lgrK+S **’ &r+l)K. 
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2.2. Application to Tridiagonal Systems 
Consider the linear system (l), and assume that A is an irreducible 
tridiagonal matrix. An equivalent formulation using transformations [14, 161 is 
as follows. Consider the pair of variables (zi_ 1, zJ. Equation (1) defines an 
affine transformation of this pair into the pair (zi, zi+ r>” by 
= i (b, - ai,i-,zi-:’ ai,izi)/ai,i+, 1 
0 1 ‘i-1 = 
i -ai,i-l/ai,i+, -ai,i/ai,i+l )i i 2, 
The parallel algorithm can be used here with G being the group of 2-D affine 
transformations of the above form. (This is also equivalent to the method of 
[ll] for 1-D problems.) 
Note that, when A is bidiagonal, the parallel algorithm may use 1-D 
affine transformations rather than 2-D ones. A useful application of this 
observation is to the Horner algorithm for the computation of a polynomial 
XIV= 1 bj yjP ‘, which is equivalent to the solution of (1) with a,, i = 1, ai, i+ 1 = 
-y, and ai,j = 0 elsewhere. (This is actually what is done in [20].) The 
bidiagonal application yields another parallel solver for tridiagonal systems 
which consists of the following three steps: 
1. Compute the LU decomposition A = LU. For pivoting, use the parallel 
algorithm with G being the group of Moebius transformations (see [26]). 
2. Do forward elimination in L, using the parallel algorithm with G being 
the group of 1-D affine transformations. 
3. Do back substitution in U, using the parallel algorithm with G being the 
group of 1-D affine transformations. 
Steps 2-3 in the above algorithm are equivalent to solving local bidiagonal 
systems in ‘subdomains’ of the form x,~+~, x,.~+~, . . . , x(,+~)~_ 1 and global 
reduced ones for the ‘interface unknowns’ xK, xZK, rsK, . . . , xN. 
The key observation made in this paper is that, when L is strictly 
diagonally dominant, the reduced system for xK, xZK, rsK,. . . , xN resulting 
from L is even more strictly diagonally dominant. For example, if L has the 
form on the left-hand side of (2) (with lyil < y < 1, 1 < i < K), then the 
reduced coefficient matrix for the interface unknowns resulting from L has 
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the form on the right-hand side of (2): 
\ 
. . . 1 
YK 1 
This means that the coefficient matrix of the global reduced system is almost 
spectrally equivalent to its diagonal part, independent of the number of 
subdomains used. This leads to a restarted recursion algorithm, which avoids 
the global communication required in the exact solution of the above reduced 
system. 
2.3. Restarted Recursions 
The basic idea in the present algorithms is replacing the coefficient matrix 
for the above reduced system by its diagonal part. The interface unknowns 
Xf(>X2K>X3K>...>X.t) are then decoupled from each other, and a variable in 
the original bidiagonal system is coupled with variables in its own subdomain 
and the adjacent subdomain onlv. This yields the restarted recursion de- 
scribed schematically in Figure 6.‘In practice, the overlap might be different 
from K. A reasonable choice for the initial value for the restarted recursion is 
the corresponding component of the right-hand side divided by the corre- 
sponding main diagonal element. The resulting parallel iterative tridiagonal 
solver is thus as follows: 
1. Use a restarted recursion for the pivoting. 
2. Use a restarted recursion for the forward elimination in L. 
3. Use a restarted recursion for the back substitution in U. 
4. Use the resulting procedure as a preconditioner in a Krylov-space accel- 
eration method. 
/ . 
****************** 
, . 
* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** 
FIG. 6. The restarted recursion in I-D. The recursion goes left to right. The 12 
leftmost variables are computed using the original recursion (lower line). The 6 
rightmost variables are computed from the restarted recursion (upper line). 
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FIG. 7. Exponential convergence of the solution of the recursion at the point * 
when the data front on which the initial conditions are given approaches ( --M, -a>. 
In the 2-D case described in Section 1 the situation is similar, except that 
the above variables are replaced by suitable data fronts (in the general case 
they are replaced by the general data fronts q,(k); see Section 3). In this 
case, the main results of Sections 3-4 state that, under certain algebraic 
assumptions, the recursions depend only weakly on the initial conditions and 
L and U are strictly diagonally dominant. In other words, the solution of the 
recursion at a certain grid point converges when the data front on which the 
initial conditions are given approaches (- w, - m> (for infinite-order matrices). 
This is illustrated in Figure 7. Furthermore, the rate of convergence is 
exponential. Therefore, restarted recursions are expected to yield results 
which are close to the corresponding exact ones. 
3. THE MILU* DECOMPOSITION 
Here we consider the MILU* method of [18] (with a relaxation parame- 
ter, as proposed in [4]). Th’ is method may be considered as a variant of the 
standard MILU method in which only the pivots are computed and the 
off-diagonal elements are unchanged. The analysis in this paper is relevant to 
MILU* applied to infinite-matrix problems. However, it may be interpreted 
to indicate that the present algorithms may be efficient also for MILU 
applied to linear systems of finite order. Note that for star schemes MILU* is 
equivalent to MILU. 
3.1. Definition of the MILU* Decomposition 
Consider the linear system (1). Let 0 < (Y 6 1 be a relaxation parameter. 
For j < i, define 
C 
l<k<N,k#i,k+j 
(3) 
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For i = 1,2,. . . , N, define 
Define 
E= diag(x,,x,,..., xhf>, 
F= strictly lower part of A, 
U= strictly upper part cf A, 
P= (F + E)E-‘(E + U). 
221 
(4) 
(s5) 
The preconditioned iteration, defined by 
z(i+l) = z(i) - P-‘( AZ(‘) - b). i > 0, (6) 
generates a sequence of vectors zCi) whose (anti)limit is z. To ensure 
convergence to z, it is usually supplemented with an outer acceleration 
method. 
3.2. The MILU* Decomposition for Infinite Matrices 
Here we analyze the behavior of the pivots x, obtained by the recursion 
for constructing the MILU* decomposition of infinite matrices. We show 
that, under some algebraic assumptions, the xi’s are bounded away from zero 
in magnitude and converge in a sense which will be defined below. As in [29], 
this implies that the triangular matrices F + E and E + U are often strictly 
diagonally dominant, which will be useful in Section 4. Furthermore, it 
motivates the replacement of the original recursion by an inexact one. Unlike 
in [29], here the inexact recursion is restarted on a data front; hence, the 
subdomain boundaries should coincide with data fronts. For star schemes, 
this results in oblique strip subdomains as in Figure 5. 
In the sequel, Z denotes the set of integer numbers. 
For any set S c Z and a directed graph G c Z X Z, define the profile of 
G at S to be the set of all integers connected to an element in S: 
p(G S) = {j 13 i E S suchthat (i,j) E G}. 
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Define p’(G, S) = S and, by induction on n > 1, 
p”(G S) = p(G p”-‘(G, S)). 
Define also the distance of S from its nth profile by 
In the sequel, we also denote the set {i} simply by i. For any matrix M, 
M = (m,,j>, define the directed graph associated with M by 
G(M) = {(i,j) I mi,j Z O}. 
In the sequel, we also denote G(M) simply by M. Let L = (lj, j>i ~ z be an 
infinite matrix. As mentioned above, the present convergence resu ts ‘1 assume 
infinite matrices; finite-order matrices should be extended in a natural way 
into infinite ones in order to be suitable for these results. Assume that L is 
strictly lower triangular, that is, 
li,j = 0 -+ i <j. 
Let S c Z be fixed. Assume that 
This means that the distance between profiles diverges with the difference 
between the indices of these profiles. This assumption holds for the strictly 
lower triangular matrix whose elements are defined in (3) for matrices A 
arising from discretizations of elliptic PDEs on structured grids with the usual 
lexicographical ordering of grid points (for example, star schemes and S a 
data front, where 7;, = n) and also for certain unstructured grids with suitable 
ordering of grid points. Consider, for example, a linear finite-element scheme 
for a second-order PDE on the grid in Figure 8. Let the nodes be ordered 
line by line, downward toward the junction point corresponding to the last 
(Nth) variable, and let S = {N}. Extend the resulting matrix into an infinite 
one naturally by adding more lines on top of the grid and using suitable (e.g., 
constant) coefficients in the PDE in this extra region. Let L be the strictly 
lower triangular matrix whose elements are defined in (3). Clearly, in this 
case n = O(r,,) for large n. Our main objective is to analyze problems arising 
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FIG. 8. An unstructured grid. 
from PDEs, such as the above examples; however, 
algebraic setting and algebraic assumptions which 
applications. 
For k > 0 and 0 < n < k, define 
we prefer to use purely 
apply to most practical 
9n(k) =?w+S) \ u pu4. 
l=n+l 
In words, q,(k) is the set of integers j which are connected to S through a 
path of length n [namely, consisting of n edges in G(L)] and not connected 
to it through any path of length greater than n and less than or equal to k. 
For example, if L results from (3) applied to a star scheme and S is a data 
front as in Figure 1, then qn(k) = p”(L, S) are subsequent data fronts. For 
g-coefficient stencils and S a data front as in [3], q,,(k) for k 2 n + 2 are 
subsequent data fronts (see Figure 9). 
Clearly, the q,(k)‘s, 0 =G n Q k, are disjoint sets. Furthermore, by induc- 
tiononl=k, k- l,...,Owehave 
; q,(k) = /J p"(L,S). 
02 
o*oo o*oe 
o*o* o*o* 
Fro 9. For the L resulting from g-coefficient stencils, S (denoted by O’S), q,(S) 
(denoted by O’s), 4J5) (denoted by * ‘s), and 9.45) (denoted by O’s). 
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By substituting 1 = 0, this gives 
Let IcJj E z be an infinite sequence. Let k > 0 be fixed. For each i E 
pk(L, S), define ui(k) = ct. By induction on rr = k - 1, k - 2,. . . ,O define 
‘i j 
ui( k) = ci - C ( 
jEZ ujw ’ i E %dk)* 
Note that this sum is actually on j’s for which Zjj # 0, for which u&k) is 
already defined. 
Note that the finite recursion (4) is obtained as a particular case of this 
general recursion by substituting ci + u,,~, choosing k to be the largest 
integer for which qk(k) # 0, and using 
s + {l <j < iv I zi,j = OK). 
Clearly, in this case N E S. For our needs, though, S is usually a single- 
element set or (a subset of) a data front, e.g., the set of variables on an 
oblique line in Figure 1. Of course, S is introduced for the analysis only; in 
practice, one restarted recursion is used for determining the approximate 
solution of the recursion in the whole subdomain (see Section 1). 
Let c, C, and w be constants satisfying 
c =G lCil < E vi E 6 p”(L,S), 
n=O 
C l’i,jl G w Vi E (j p”(L, S). 
jEZ n=O 
Suppose that c is maximal and E and w are minimal among all possible 
bounds. Define 
D=D(c,w) =c2-4w, 
C+@ 
t = t(c,w) = 
2 * 
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In practice, one may obtain c = C = 1 by normalizing the coefficient matrix 
A in advance. In the sequel, we assume that w > 0 and D > 0. The first 
assumption guarantees that the problem is not trivial. The second one is 
satisfied for many examples, e.g., normalized diagonally dominant matrices. 
As a matter of fact, D > 0 holds for this class of matrices provided that 
cy < 1. The sharper the inequality cx < 1 is, the sharper the inequalities 
D > 0 and, hence, w < c”/4 < t2 are; this explains why the convergence in 
Theorem 1 is the most rapid when (Y = 0, namely, for ILU (see [29]). For 
more specific examples, see the beginning of Section 4. 
3.3. Bound-s for the Recursion Elements 
The following theory uses the notation of Section 3.2. 
LEMMA 1. For every i E Us=, p”(L, S), ui(k) is well defined and 
satisfies 
t = t(c,w) < Iu,(k)l < c + g = s = s(c,C,w). 
Proof. By induction on n = k, k - 1,. . . , 0. For i E q,(k), the asser- 
tion follows from u;(k) = ci. For IZ = k - 1, k - 2, . . . , 0 and i E q,,(k), it 
follows from 
I@)1 = ci - c -b- 
jEZ uj(k> 
‘i j <c+ c ) 
jEZ zLl(k) 
< c + 9 = s 
and 
‘i.1 
b,(k)1 > c - c - I I jEZ gk) 
>+t. 
The lemma follows now from (8). 
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LEMMAS. For any n > 1 and i E Uy==, p”(L, S), 
n-l 
c c I-I 14q,sq+,l =G wn. 
jcp”(L,i) So.SI ,..., s,,i=so,j=s, q=O 
Proof. By induction on n: For n = 1, it follows from the definition of 
w. Suppose it is correct for some n 2 1. Then 
n-1 
= C l’i,kl C c 
ktp(L,i) 
I-I k,.S<,+lI 
jsp”(L,k) so.sl ,..., s,,k=s,,j=s, qzo 
=G c Izi,klw’n < wn+l. ??
ksp(L,i) 
3.4. Convergence of the Recursion Elements 
LEMMA 3. Let m > 1 > n > 0 and i E 9n(m) c 9,,(Z). Let t = t(c, w), 
s = s(c, C, w), and b = min(rJL, S), r,(L, S)) - n. Assume that b > 0. 
Then 
lui(m) - ui(Z)l < 2s( $)‘. 
Proof. When b = 0, the lemma follows from Lemma 1. Suppose that 
b > 0. By repeated application (b times) of the left-hand inequality in 
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Lemma 1 and then using the right-hand inequality in Lemma 1 and Lem- 
ma 2, 
‘i.j < c -&- 
jEp(Z,. i) .I “j(l) 
Uj(m) - uj(z) 
= c li,j u.(m)u.(Z) 
jtp(L. i) I J 
< ii 
E 
p$lL 
,1 
,II,ji I”J(m) - ui(‘)l 
b-1 
< ... <- ,I, c 
i 
c nil I 
,jtp”(L, i) (0, V=(’ 
“, ‘,,+ I 
s ,,,,.,. ~,,.f=.ql.j=sh I IrL,j( m> - llj( !)I 
THEOREM 1. Assume that D > 0. Let i E U T= o p’(L, S). Let II = 
max{Z I i E p’(L, S)]. Th en n < m, and there exists u constant fl < CC suclr 
that u,(Z) -),__ fi and, for every 1 satisfying n < r,( L, S), there hokls 
IUi(Z) - fil < 2s ; r’(“+5)? 
( i 
Proof. First we show that tz < X. Indeed, suppose that there exist a 
subsequence {Zk}TCo c Z such that 1, +k __ a and i E p”(L, S). This in- 
plies that r,k(L, S) is bounded, which contradicts (7). In order to prove the 
rest of the theorem, let I, = max(j I n > rJ(L. S) [the existence of I,, is 
guaranteed by (7)]. Th en, for m > I > Z,,, we have i E (Z,,( m> c (Z,,(Z), and 
Lemma 3 applies. The assumption D > 0 implies that 
By Lemma 3 and (71, {u~(Z))~=~,,+, is a Cauchy sequence and hence con- 
verges. By taking m in Lemma 3 to m, the desired convergence rate is 
achieved. W 
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3.5. TheCa.seL>O 
Here we consider the case L > 0, namely, li, j > 0, Vi, j. In addition, it is 
assumed that ci > Ob’i. From (3)-(4) it is seen that these conditions are 
satisfied, for example, when MILU* is applied to L-matrices, namely, matri- 
ces A with positive main-diagonal elements and nonpositive off-diagonal 
elements. [For this class, (3) implies that Zi j > 0.1 Such matrices arise often 
in stable discretizations of elliptic PDEs. The analysis is similar to that for the 
general case above. Here, however, the assumption D > 0 made in Theorem 
1 is unnecessary, and D > 0 is sufficient. (It is still assumed that w > 0, to 
avoid triviality.) A lower bound for the limits f, is available; however, the rate 
of convergence is unknown unless Theorem 1 is applicable. 
LEMMA 4. For every i E U ;=a p2(L, S), ui(‘) is well-defined and 
satisfies 
t = t(c, w) < q(k) < c. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. ??
LEMMA 5. Let m > Z 2 0. Then, for any 0 < n Q 1 and i E q,,(m), 
there holds uJZ) > u,(m). 
Proof. By induction on n = I, 1 - 1,. . . , 0. For n = 1, we have from 
Lemma 4 that 
'i 3 
Ui(Z) = ci > ci - c j 
jEZ"jCm) 
= uj(m). 
For n < I, we have from Lemma 4 and the induction hypothesis that 
t+(Z) = ci - c 'i j 'i j --->q- CA 
jEZ uj(z> j6Z uj(m> 
= ui(m). ??
THEOREM 2. For euey i E lJ y= 0 pj( L, S), there exists a constant h 
satisfying t(c, w) <fi Q C and ui(Z) -+l--tm fi. 
Proof. With n as defined in Theorem 1, i E q,(Z) for any 1 > n. By 
Lemma 5, {u,<Z>}~_ is a monotonically decreasing sequence. The theorem 
follows from Lemma 4. ??
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4. ANALYSIS OF FORWARD ELIMINATION AND 
BACK SUBSTITUTION 
Here we analyze the behavior of the forward elimination and back 
substitution processes arising, for example, in the ILU or MILU precondi- 
tioning. The analysis uses infinite triangular matrices which are strictly 
diagonally dominant. From Lemmas 1 and 4, it can be seen that this is the 
case for many important examples (provided that the coefficient matrix is 
normalized in advance so that a, i = 1). Consider, for example, M-matrices 
resulting from star schemes with constant coefficients. In this case, strict 
diagonal dominance of the triangular matrices F + E and E + U of (5) is 
guaranteed by Lemma 4. Indeed, let - 1 < -a < 0 be the row sums of F 
(the strictly lower part of A) in th e interior of the domain. Then, since 
diag( A) = I, th e row sums of U (the strictly upper part of A) are between 
(I - 1 and 0. This gives 
1+fi 1+\/1-4a(l-u) 1 + I1 - 2al 
t= > = = 2 2 2 max(u, 1 - u). 
( 10) 
To illustrate, consider the d-dimensional star scheme for the Poisson equa- 
tion. Here we have 
0=(1-a) l-f 20. 
i 1 (11) 
This implies that the diagonal dominance increases when turning from 2-D to 
3-D problems. Indeed, I was informed by T. Washio that the numerical 
results in [36] are better in 3-D than in 2-D. The reason for this is that in 3-D 
there are more matrix elements to be thrown away during the incomplete 
factorization process, and therefore the resulting triangular matrices are more 
stable than in the 2-D case. 
Consider also the 2-D star scheme for the anisotropic diffusion equation 
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where E is a small positive parameter. Here we have 
D= 
(1 - (Y)2& 
(1 + c)” z O. 
In both cases, since the row sums of F and U are - f (at least in the interior 
of the domain), Lemma 4 implies that F + E and E + U are strictly 
diagonally dominant M-matrices. Furthermore, the diagonal dominance in- 
creases as (Y decreases. 
4.1. Convergence of the Recursion Elements 
Similarly to the pivoting process (Theorem l>, we show that the solution 
of the forward elimination or back substitution processes at a certain point 
converges when the initial conditions are given on a data front which moves 
away from this point. This indicates that the solution depends only weakly on 
the initial conditions and, therefore, a restarted recursion (as in Figure 5) 
should be a good approximation to the exact one. 
In the following we use the same notation as in Section 3.2. L is some 
strictly lower triangular infinite matrix. The assumption D > 0 is unnecessary 
here. For simplicity, we analyze only forward elimination in infinite matrices 
with main-diagonal elements equal to one, which can be formulated as 
follows. 
Let k > 0 be fixed. For each i E pk( L, S), define vi(k) = ci. By induc- 
tion on n = k - 1, k - 2,. . . , 0 define 
vi(k) = ci + c Zi,jvj(k), i E %W 
jGZ 
Note that this sum is actually over j’s for which Zij # 0, for which vj(k) is 
already defined. 
A particular case of this recursion is the forward elimination in the system 
(I - L), = Z, where L is a strictly lower triangular matrix. This is obtained 
when k is the largest integer for which qk(k> # 0 and 
S +- (1 <j < N 1 Zi,j = Otli}. 
LEMMA 6. For any 0 < n < k and i E q,(k), 
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PRH$. By induction on n = k, k - 1, . . . , 0. For i E y,(k), the lemma 
follows from the definition of vi(k). For any j E U I;=, p’(L, S>, let n(j) be 
the number for which j E qnCjj (k). Let 0 < n < k be fixed and suppose that 
the lemma holds for every satisfying n < m < k and i E q,,,(k). Then, for 
any i E q,,_,(k), 
q(k) = c, + c Zi,]vj( k) 
jsp(L. i) 
LEMMA 7. Let m > 1 > n > 0 and i E qlL(m> c (-l,(l). Let b = 
min(r& L, S>, r,,,( L, S)) - II. Assume that IX < 1 and b > 0. Then 
Proclf. The lemma follows from Lemmas 6 and 2. ??
THEOREM 3. Assume that w < 1. Let i E lJ Tzo p’( L, S), and let n = 
max{l I i E p’(L, S)}. Then, n < m, and there exish a constant fi < m .swl~ 
that v,(Z) -+1+z fi and, for every 1 satisfying n < r,(L, 5’1, there holds 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. ??
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TABLE 1 
ITERATION NUMBERS FORSTANDARDANDPARALLELIZABLE MILU VERSIONS 
(ACCELERATED BY TFQMR)~ 
Example 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4(a) 
4(b) 
4(b)MG 
4(b)MG 
CY 
1 - 8/128’ 
1 - 8/128’ 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95 
0 
0 
Standard Figure 
MILU 4(a) 
40 56 
47 
33 54 
97 145 
160 162 
149 144 
25 41 
28 
Figure 
4(b) 
59 
53 
53 
152 
155 
166 
41 
29 
Figure Figure 
3 5 
72 60 
63 54 
74 59 
112 135 
152 166 
187 188 
48 48 
43 42 
a The two last rows correspond to ILU serving as a smoother in AutoMUG 
accelerated by TFQMR. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Here MILU and its parallelizable versions are applied to the solution of 
finite-difference schemes for the numerical solution of elliptic boundary-value 
problems in the unit square (0, 1)‘. A uniform 128 X 128 grid is used. The 
initial error is random. The basic iteration (6) is accelerated by the 
transpose-free quasiminimal residual (TFQMR) method (Algorithm 5.2 in 
[15]). This method is used because it applies to nonsymmetric as well as 
symmetric problems, requires a fmed amount of time and storage per 
iteration, and avoids the computation of the transpose of the coefficient 
matrix and preconditioner. (Of course, for symmetric positive definite prob- 
lems the conjugate-gradient method is more efficient. However, our main 
objective is the comparison of preconditioners, not acceleration methods.) 
TFQMR may be considered a modification of the conjugate-gradient-squared 
(CGS) method of [30]. We have found that the performances of CGS and 
TFQMR are almost the same; we preferred the latter because of its smooth 
convergence curve. The numbers displayed in Table 1 are the numbers of 
iterations required for reducing the E, norm oOf the residual by 6 orders of 
magnitude. 
The parallelizable versions are implemented as follows. For the MILU 
decomposition (Section %I), a restarted recursion with homogeneous initial 
conditions (as in Section 3.2) is used. This means that, on the thin lines in 
Figures 3, 4, and 5, xi = u~,~ is used. For a restarted recursion for the 
solution of a triangular system of the form Le = r, the initial conditions are 
taken from diag(L)-i r. The number of subdomains is either 2 (for the 
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implementation of Figure 3) or 16 (Figure 4) or 8 (Figure 5, suitable for 
four-vector processors if a full vectorization is desired). The overlap is g grid 
points in both the x and the y spatial directions. (Usually g = 8 is used, 
which seems the optimal choice for the present examples; g < 8 has a larger 
overhead in terms of iteration numbers, and g > 8 has a too large overlap.) 
Note that the implementation of Figure 4(a) requires more communication 
steps than that of Figure 4(b). 
EXAMPLES. 
1. The Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We have 
used a central second-order difference scheme and the parameter CY = 1 - 
8/128’ recommended in [9]. An interesting phenomenon is the inferiority of 
the domain decomposition of Figure 3 to that of Figure 5. This may be 
explained by the more strict diagonal dominance of the triangular matrices in 
the latter (see Lemma 5), which yields better restarted recursions in the 
approximate forward elimination and back substitution (see Theorem 3). It is 
expected that if the same E had been used, then the implementation of 
Figure 3 for the approximate solution of the triangular systems would have 
been better than that of Figure 5. 
2. The anisotropic diffusion equation 
O.Olu,, + uyy =f 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. A central second-order difference scheme 
is used. The parameter (Y = 0.95 is used. Here MILU is more efficient than 
for the previous problem, since the problem is close to a 1-D problem, for 
which ILU and MILU are direct solvers. The overhead in iteration number in 
the parallelizable algorithms in comparison with standard MILU is more 
emphasized here than in the previous example, as expected from the discus- 
sion in the beginning of Section 4. 
3. The circulating convection equation 
sin[r( y - O.S)] cos[n( x - O.~)]U, 
- sin[r( x - 0.5)] cos[r( y - 0.5)]u, = f. 
The domain is the unit square (0, 1)” with a 1 x I-point hole at the center of 
it. Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on this hole as well as the outer 
boundary. For this domain, an upwind scheme is inadequate [7]; following 181, 
we have thus added to the usual second-order difference scheme an isotropic 
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artificial viscosity, the amount of which is locally chosen to be the minimal 
amount required for diagonal dominance. It is seen from (10) that the 
diagonal dominance of one of the triangular systems is not very strict. This 
explains the relatively large overhead in iteration numbers for the paralleliz- 
able algorithms in comparison with standard MILU. 
4. The diffusion equation in the unit square with discontinuous coeffi- 
cients, 
-V(smu) = f, 
where 9 is a 2 x 2 matrix. We considered the examples 
(a) ~3 = diag(a, a) and 
(b) 9 = diag(l, a), 
where 
a=u(x,y) = 
1000 max(lx - 0.51,)~ - 0.51) < &, 
1 
otherwise. 
The boundary conditions are of the third kind: 
dU 
--$ + 0.5u = 0, 
where n’ denotes the outward normal vector. The finite-volume scheme of [l] 
is used. The results show that standard MILU has a slightly better conver- 
gence rate only in case (b), where anisotropy is present (see example 2). 
For example 4(b), we have also tested the standard and parallelizable ILU 
versions as smoothers within a multigrid method [denoted by 4(b) MG]. For 
this task, (Y = 0 is preferable. Since the problem is of discontinuous coeffi- 
cients, a matrix-dependent multigrid algorithm is needed; we have used the 
AutoMUG method of [27]. Here standard relaxation methods fail to serve as 
smoothers because of the presence of anisotropy; ILU is suitable for this 
problem. The V&l) multigrid iteration is accelerated by TFQMR. Four 
levels are used, and at the coarsest one the system is solved approximately by 
one ILU iteration. This implementation is chosen because of communication 
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considerations, which make the use of further coarser levels inefficient on 
parallel computers. (When standard ILU is used with six levels the problem 
can be solved in 12 iterations.) The results show that the use of multigrid 
yields no essential savings in communication time in comparison with the 
single-grid methods; it does, however, save much of the computation time. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis in Sections 3 and 4 shows that the recursions used in the 
ILU iteration depend only weakly on their initial conditions. This motivates 
the construction of restarted recursions in a domain decomposition setting, 
which allows parallelism across subdomains. When overlapping subdomains 
are used, the method applies also to modified ILU (MILU). Two types of 
domain decomposition, suitable for two types of parallel architectures, are 
introduced. The first one, based on [36], is suitable for line-connected arrays 
of SIMD or vector processors. For the present examples (using eight oblique 
strip subdomains), the overhead in iteration number (in comparison with 
standard MILU) is at most 40% and the overhead due to the overlap is at 
most 25%. This amounts to efficiency of at least + in computation time (not 
including communication overhead, which depends on the particular machine 
used; the present efficiency estimates are for shared-memory architectures). 
The other domain decomposition technique, based on [29], is suitable for 
mesh-connected processor arrays. The numerical examples (using 16 square 
subdomains) show that the overhead in iteration number (in comparison with 
standard MILU) is at most 58% and the overhead due to the overlap is at 
most 56%. This amounts to efficiency of at least 0.4 in computation time. The 
analysis implies that the overlap required for having good convergence does 
not depend on the subdomain size. Therefore, when N + ~0 with a constant 
number of subdomains, good convergence can be achieved with negligible 
computation and communication overheads. On the other hand, when N --+ m 
with a constant number of points per subdomain, a large overlap may be used 
with still significant speedup. Numerical experiments by T. Washio (with the 
algorithm of [36]) h s ow’that the overhead in iteration number is less in 3-D 
than in 2-D [as expected from (ll)]. Note also that in 3-D more processors 
can be used efficiently than in 2-D. Hence, we expect the efficiency to 
increase on turning to large 2-D and 3-D problems. 
The author wishes to thank Moshe Israeli and Avram Sidi for their 
valuable advice and Takumi Washio for his valuable comments. 
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